CHILLIWACK RIDING CLUB ARENA ETIQUETTE
▪ When approaching another rider head on, pass left
shoulder to left shoulder. When in a situation you are
unsure of, please call “rail” or “inside”, etc. so there is
no misunderstanding.
▪ When passing another rider from behind; Please let the
rider know you are passing vocalize which side you
are passing on. (Left or right)
▪ Slower traffic should ride on the inside. Faster on the
outside. The riders in the faster paces have right of
way on the track.
▪ Do not get too close to another horse as some may kick.
Rule is one horse length away. Horses that kick should
have a red ribbon in their tail. Horses that bite should
have a red ribbon in their mane.
▪ When you are walking your horse in hand, please give the
outside track to the people riding. Walk your horse
closer to the middle of the arena so that riders can stay
on the rail.
▪ When stopping to make any kind of equipment or
clothing adjustments, please move out of traffic and do
so in the center of the arena out of the way.
▪ Mount Out of the Way: Mount and dismount in designated
area or in the center of the arena, not on the track or in
front of the in- gate.
▪ Please look where you are going and where other people
are riding. Ride defensively! If you are unsure vocalize

what you are doing.
▪ Always Ride Safe: Wear proper attire such as proper
riding boots and ride in control.
▪ You must always have contact with your horse when it is
in the arena.
▪ Before entering the arena, the gateway and immediate
track must be clear.
▪ Cooling down stay on the inside track and do not block
other riders.
▪ In an Emergency Stop: If a rider falls off, power failure,
and/or a horse gets loose, all riders must stop. Only
one horse can be lunged in the arena at a time.
Lunge in the centers of the circles in the arena.
Lunging time is limited to 20 minutes.

